Abstract: An efficient algorithm leading to the Fries canonical structure is presented for benzenoid hydrocarbons. This is a purely topological approach, which is based on adjacency matrices and the Hadamard procedure of matrix multiplication. The idea is presented for naphthalene, as an example. The Fries canonical-structures are also derived for anthracene, coronene, triphenylene, phenanthrene, benz[a]pyrene, and one large benzenoid system. The Fries concept can be convenient for obtaining Clar structures with the maximum number of sextets, which in turn effectively represent π-electron (de)localization in benzenoid hydrocarbons.
Introduction
Benzenoid hydrocarbons are probably the most important π-electron systems. They have often been used to analyze various hypotheses concerning chemical or physicochemical behavior, or both, in relation to electron structure and aromaticity. The amount of literature is already vast, and the interested reader may find many excellent recent papers and reviews on this topic [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . From a historical perspective, one concept seems to have had an immense impact on research in the field. In the 1960s, Clar introduced a classification of individual rings in polycyclic benzenoid hydrocarbons [10, 11] , which helped one to understand, in a simple way, their π-electron structure [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . He noted
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that resonance contributors that maximize the number of rings with three double-bonds are the most important [22] . Rings which are described by so-called Clar sextets exhibit the highest aromatic character; this character is associated with the ring's stability [23] . Thirty years before Clar's suggestion, other interesting ideas in this field had been proposed. To relate with chemical stability, Fries [24] distinguished a resonance contributor that maximizes the number of rings with a benzenelike Kekulé electron structure [9] . Graovac et al. indicated the importance of this structure [25] . To some extent, there is a similarity between Clar's and Fries's ideas; in both cases, circles are inscribed inside benzenoid rings that have six π-electrons, but in the case of the Fries structure, these circles may share an edge. An illustrative example of the relation between both concepts is shown in Figure 1 . The dibenzo[bc,kl]coronene molecule serves as a good example. Fries structure ( Figure 1A ) presents a case with the maximum number of Kekulé-type rings. Clar structure(s), with the maximum number of isolated sextets, can be easily deduced from the Fries structure (see Figure 1B) . Importantly, from a given Fries structure, one can obtain a few Clar structures with the maximum number of separated sextets. In such a case, additional rules should be considered, such as the number of isolated formal double bonds, which should be separated from each other as much as possible. Figure 2 presents the decomposition of the Fries structure for benzo[a]pyrene into three Clar structures with the maximum number of sextets. In case I, the most efficient separation of double bonds is achieved. Local descriptors of aromaticity (such as HOMA [26] or NICS [27, 28] ) confirm that the separated sextets in these Clar structures have the most efficient π-electron delocalization [23, 29] .
It is not always an easy task to manually draw the Clar structure with the maximum number of isolated sextets for a given benzenoid hydrocarbon, especially if a molecule is large and has low symmetry. This however, can be easily achieved from the Fries structure, as such a transformation is straightforward. In this paper, we present a mathematical way of finding this important, canonical structure that is the main contributor for benzenoid hydrocarbons. 
Method and Applications
The presentation of the method is illustrated by use of the naphthalene molecule (see Figure 3) as an example. For any benzenoid hydrocarbon, one can define an adjacency matrix, A, the elements of which, a ij , represent CC bonds. The adjacency matrix is schematically presented in Figure 4a .
It is well known that for benzenoid hydrocarbons, the inverse matrix A -1 (Figure 4b ) contains the Pauling bond orders [30] . The Hadamard product [31, 32] (for definition, see Eq. 1) of matrices A and A -1 , gives matrix P 1 , which contains exclusively Pauling bond orders, p rs .
where a ij, b ij , and c ij are elements of (n×m) matrices A, B, and C, respectively. The Pauling bond orders can also be obtained in an alternative way. How many times a given bond is double in all Kekulé structures is counted, and then this number is divided by the total number of canonical structures. (light-gray boxes and dark-gray boxes correspond to the values of 1/3 and 2/3, respectively; white boxes correspond to values of zero). Figure 5 . Three canonical structures of naphthalene.
Each of the canonical structures of the naphthalene molecule ( Figure 5 ) contains a Pauling bond order of either 1 or 0. This information may be presented by a matrix with elements 0 or 1. Therefore, we define, for each canonical structure, k 1 , k 2 , or k 3 , matrices K(1), K(2), and K(3), which contain full information about the positions of double bonds. These matrices are shown in Figure 6 . The matrices K(1), K(2), and K(3), are so-called self-inverse matrices with the property
It is known that for any benzenoid system, the square-root of the absolute value of the determinant of the adjacency matrix is equal to the number of its canonical structures, so that A det = K [30] . In the case of any K matrix representing a canonical structure, 1 det = K because, for one structure,
In order to generate the K matrix that represents a Fries canonical-structure, we construct from matrices A and P, as presented in Figure 4 , a recurrence function, denoted as a Fries structure generating function (FGF). This function is defined in Equation 3. 
A stands for an adjacency matrix, and P for the matrix of Pauling bond orders. The multiplication follows the Hadamard rule, and n is a number of steps in the recurrence procedure [31, 32] . In Figure 7 , a graphical illustration is presented of the procedure as applied to the naphthalene molecule. 
P
For the iteration with n = 4, we obtain the matrix K(2), which represent the Fries structure for naphthalene (Figure 4) .
The efficiency of the algorithm for this case is presented in Figure 8 . After n = 7 iterations, we obtained the Fries canonical structure for which |detP n | = 1. Note that, in subsequent iterations, because of the property given in Equation 2, the P n matrix is closer to the K matrix. The determinant of P is a useful measure of the FGF convergence. Figure 8 . Convergence of the FGF procedure for naphthalene.
Number of iterations
In general, for any benzenoid hydrocarbon, the final result of the iteration leads to the matrix, K(F), of its Fries structure
To illustrate the method, we have chosen a few typical benzenoid hydrocarbons. Consider first the case of anthracene, in which we can describe two symmetry dependent canonical-structures, which can be regarded as Fries structures. In this case, the FGF function converges to the matrix P n that is a superposition of matrices K(F 1 ) and K(F 2 ) (see Equation 6 and Figure 9 and 10). In Figure 11 , the Fries structures generated by the FGF algorithm are presented for a few important benzenoid hydrocarbons: phenanthrene, triphenylene, benz[a]pyrene, coronene, and a lager benzenoid structure with the formula C 64 H 26 . These structures can be easily transformed into Clar structures with the maximum number of sextets, as shown in Figure 12 . 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient algorithm leading to an assignment of the Fries canonical structure to any benzenoid hydrocarbon. One of the examples, E, presented in Figures 11  and 12 , supports the view that even large and nonsymmetrical systems can be analyzed in this way. Therefore, the Fries concept can be very convenient for obtaining Clar structures with the maximum number of sextets, which well represent π-electron (de)localization in benzenoid hydrocarbons [23] .
